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Abstract

I study the link between capital markets and sources of macroeconomic risk. In

chapter 1 I show that expected inflation risk is priced in the cross section of stock

returns even after controlling for cash flow growth and volatility risks. Motivated by

this evidence I study a long run risk model with a built-in inflation non-neutrality

channel that allows me to decompose the real stochastic discount factor into news

about current and expected cash flow growth, news about expected inflation and

news about volatility. The model can successfully price a broad menu of assets and

provides a setting for analyzing cross sectional variation in expected inflation risk

premium. For industries like retail and durable goods inflation risk can account for

nearly a third of the overall risk premium while the energy industry and a broad

commodity index act like inflation hedges. Nominal bonds are exposed to expected

inflation risk and have inflation premiums that increase with bond maturity. The

price of expected inflation risk was very high during the 70’s and 80’s, but has come

down a lot since being very close to zero over the past decade. On average, the

expected inflation price of risk is negative, consistent with the view that periods

of high inflation represent a ”bad” state of the world and are associated with low

economic growth and poor stock market performance. In chapter 2 I look at the way

capital markets react to pre-determined macroeconomic announcements. I document

significantly higher excess returns on the US stock market on macro release dates

as compared to days when no macroeconomic news hit the market. Almost the
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entire equity premium since 1997 is being realized on days when macroeconomic

news are released. At high frequency, there is a pattern of returns increasing in the

hours prior to the predetermined announcement time, peaking around the time of

the announcement and dropping thereafter.
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1

Expected Inflation Risk Premium, News
Decompositions and the Cross Section of Asset

Returns

1.1 Introduction

How important is inflation risk for the economy and why should one care about it?

One potential way of answering this question would be to look at the welfare cost of

inflation and the large macroeconomic literature covering the topic. Early papers like

Fisher (1981) and Lucas (1981) follow the tradition of Bailey (1956) and Friedman

(1969) and view real money balances as a consumption good and inflation as a tax

on real balances. The welfare cost implied by this approach is small. An increase in

inflation from 0% to 10% would have a cost of only 0.30% - 0.45% of GNP depending

on the measure of money used, an estimate revised upwards to a little under 1% by

Lucas (2000). Cooley and Hansen (1989) argue that if labor is supplied elastically,

an inflation tax can cause agents to substitute from activities that require cash

(like consumption) into activities that do not (like leisure) leading to an inefficient

allocation of resources. Lucas (2000) argues that the welfare effect of this decision

is small. One crucial assumption in his setting is that the steady state growth rate
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of output is independent from monetary policy. Dotsey and Ireland (1996) relax

this assumption allowing the allocative effects of inflation to affect the equilibrium

growth rate as well as the level of aggregate output. Although the effect on the

growth rate is small, the welfare implications are large nearly doubling the estimates

of Lucas (2000). Finally, Lagos and Wright (2005), using a search framework, argue

the welfare cost of inflation is much higher in the region of 3%-4%.

One indirect way of shedding some light onto the welfare debate is to look at

whether investors demand a risk premium as compensation for their exposure to

inflation risk. One would expect to see this behaviour reflected in the cross section

of assets (or asset classes). Specifically, assets that do badly in times of high inflation

should be perceived as riskier by investors and should command a premium. The

existence of such a premium would then suggest that at least one class of economic

agents, investors, dislikes inflation risk (a conclusion consistent with the idea that

welfare costs of inflation are higher rather than lower).

I begin by showing that expected inflation risk is indeed priced in the typical

cross section of US stock returns even when controlling for well established sources

of risk like cash flow growth and volatility. I achieve this by first estimating the

conditional betas at security level using a rolling window time series regression. I then

perform a three dimensional conditional sort into 27 bins (3 x 3 x 3) and construct

1-quarter ahead value-weighted portfolio returns for each of them. I collapse the

whole structure by averaging across two of the dimensions and reach three final

portfolios that give different exposure to the chosen risk source while controlling

for the others. A long-short strategy over the sample period 1974 - 2014 achieves

a spread of about 2% annualized for expected inflation risk and of 3.6% and 3.7%

respectively for cash flow growth and volatility risks. Focusing on the long-short

portfolio giving exposure to expected inflation risk I find a spread as high as 5% for

the period 1974-1987 when inflation expectations were high. This spread drops to
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about 2% over the next decade and becomes negative but very small over the past

15 years when inflation has become procyclical.

This exercise bears some resemblance to Duarte (2013). He constructs an expand-

ing window, Vasicek adjusted inflation beta for each security in the CRSP universe1

where the inflation shock is measured as the first difference of CPI inflation. He

performs a double sort on size and the inflation beta and then collapses the size

dimension. His resulting portfolios exhibit a spread in inflation risk while having

roughly equal exposure to the Fama French risk factors. My exercise on the other

hand aims at controlling for other sources of macroeconomic risk2. Moreover I use

a different set of variables and I aim to match a broader cross section of assets with

the model.

Weber (2015) matches a BLS dataset (underlying the PPI) to CRSP and Compu-

stat firms and sorts on the frequency of price adjustments. He finds that firms that

adjust their prices infrequently earn a return premium of 2%-4% a year compared

to firms that are more flexible. He shows the return differential is successfully ex-

plained by a cash flow beta with stickier firms being more exposed to cash flow risk

and having more volatile cash flows in general. Compared to him I sort on expected

inflation rather than price stickiness and I argue that expected inflation is priced in

the cross section even after controlling for cash flow and volatility risks. I interpret

this as evidence of expected inflation risk directly affecting the marginal utility of

the agent and I study a model where this risk source shows up in the real stochastic

discount factor for the economy.

Consistent with the results from the portfolio sorting exercise, in the data, periods

of high expected inflation are associated with low expected economic growth. Figure

1 As opposed to the more commonly used NYSE, NASDAQ and AMEX securities with common
share codes.

2 Nevertheless, the expected inflation factor that I construct is also not spanned by the Fama-
French factors.
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1.1 plots a 12-quarter trailing mean for the personal consumption expenditure (PCE)

annualized real growth rate along with that for the associated PCE deflator inflation

over the period 1952 - 2014. The countercyclical relationship between these variables

is striking and spans over 50 years of data until the early 2000’s when inflation seems

to have become procyclical (or at least acyclical). It is worth mentioning that this

behaviour is robust to the choice of variables and one would get an almost identical

plot by replacing PCE real growth by real consumption growth (excluding durable

goods) or by redoing it altogether in terms of real GDP growth and change in the

associated GDP price index.

Figure 1.1: Countercyclical Inflation and Economic Growth
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I continue by studying a long run risk model that can reconcile the above facts.

Having a model provides theoretical motivation for the factors I consider while, at

the same time, pinning down their prices of risk in terms of the agent’s preference pa-

rameters and providing testable implications. The mechanism that enables expected

inflation to directly affect the agent’s marginal utility and to be a priced source of

risk is an inflation non-neutrality channel (expected inflation forecasts expected con-

sumption growth with a negative coefficient). This modeling device has been used

before in both Piazzesi and Schneider (2007) and Bansal and Shaliastovich (2013).

Piazzesi and Schneider (2007) aim at matching the term structure of nominal bonds.

Bansal and Shaliastovich (2013) include it in a long run risk model with time-varying

volatilities of expected growth and expected inflation. They show such a model can

simultaneously account for bond return predictability as well as uncovered interest

rate parity violations. Compared to their paper I entertain a single volatility source

and I take the model in a different direction both in the manner I take it to the

data and through the set of facts I am aiming to explain. Finally, Kung (2015)

sets up an economy where the production and price-setting decisions of firms drive

low-frequency movements in growth and inflation rates that are negatively related,

endogenizing the non-neutrality channel I use.

I decompose the innovation to the real SDF into news about current and expected

consumption growth, news about expected inflation and news about volatility and

pin down the news components in the data using a standard VAR approach. This

methodology is closest to Bansal et al. (2014) and Campbell et al. (2015). Proxying

expected inflation by the SPF survey inflation forecast allows me to identify the

expected inflation shock and, by imposing the model restrictions, to disentangle the

news about expected inflation and news about expected cash flow components.

With reasonable preference parameters estimates (a relative risk aversion coeffi-

cient of γ “ 4.13 and intertemporal elasticity of substitution of ψ “ 2.2) the model
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does a good job at matching the excess returns on a wide cross section of assets

including industry portfolios, nominal bonds and a commodity index. For industries

like retail or durable goods the inflation premium is in excess of 2.5% and represents

nearly a third of the overall premium on this portfolios. At the opposite end the

portfolio formed of energy (mostly oil) companies acts like an inflation hedge and

has a small and negative inflation risk premium. The model identifies an inflation

risk premium in nominal bonds that goes up with bond maturity and finds the com-

modity index acts as an inflation hedge. It does well also in term of matching the

now standard size and book to market portfolios, although those turn out to be not

particularly interesting from an inflation perspective. The price of expected infla-

tion risk has changed considerably during my sample period being very high during

the 70’s and 80’s, coming down a lot since and hovering close to zero over the past

decade.

My work fits into a larger stream of literature investigating the relationship be-

tween stock returns and inflation. Classical economic intuition holds that stocks are

claims to physical capital and therefore they should be an inflation hedge in the

sense that real return on stocks should be independent from (or at least uncorrelated

with) the rate of inflation. This view implies the beta in the univariate regression of

real stock returns on inflation should be 0. Several papers point out that this basic

prediction does not hold in the data. For example, Bodie (1976) finds that, for the

sample period 1953 to 1972, ”contrary to a commonly held belief among economists,

the real return on equity is negatively related to both anticipated and unanticipated

inflation” and therefore in order ”to use common stocks as a hedge against inflation

one must sell them short.” Fama and Schwert (1977) investigate the hedging inflation

properties of various asset classes and reach the same conclusion as far as common

stock returns are concerned. Schwert (1981) analyzes the reaction of daily returns on

the S&P portfolio to CPI announcements for the period 1953 - 1978. He finds that
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aggregate stock returns react negatively to unanticipated inflation, but the effect

is dispersed across the 15 trading days surrounding the announcement rather than

concentrated on the day of the BLS release. More recently Bekaert and Wang (2010)

look at the inflation hedging properties of 48 country equity indexes and find that

most of them are exposed to inflation risk. While emerging market equity returns do

somewhat better than developed markets, they still provide a poor overall inflation

hedge.

This evidence of stock market underperforming in times of high realized and ex-

pected inflation is further corroborated by the findings of Bekaert and Engstrom

(2010). Their paper argues that the high correlation between bond yields and eq-

uity yields is generated by the inflation risk premium and the stock risk premium

being strongly positively correlated. Among other things they show that if one de-

composes the equity yield into expected cash flow growth, expected future risk free

rates and expected future risk premium the correlation between expected inflation

and the last term (interpreted as long-run risk premium) is strikingly large. Bekaert

and Engstrom (2010) also show that the correlation between the inflation and the

risk premiums is related to the incidence of stagflation (countries with more frequent

stagflation episodes display a stronger positive correlation between the two premia).

Campbell, Sunderam, and Viceira (2013) discuss the changing correlation between

the returns on stocks and nominal bonds. They attribute this to the changing corre-

lation of inflation with the real economy. Compared to these papers I take things a

step further by allowing expected inflation risk to directly show up in the real SDF

of the representative agent. This generates an expected inflation risk premium for

all assets priced in the economy and allows me to both quantify the premium as well

as look at its cross sectional and time series variation.

Finally, Cohen, Polk, and Vuolteenaho (2005) find the CAPM breaks during

periods of high inflation, but works fairly well in low inflation settings. During
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periods when inflation is above the median, the slope of the security market line is

much lower3 than the average excess return on the market. At the opposite end, the

difference is much smaller in periods of low inflation. Cohen, Polk, and Vuolteenaho

(2005) interpret this as evidence of money illusion (see Modigliani and Cohn (1979)).

Their findings are however also consistent with the evidence in section 1.2 of the

current chapter that expected inflation is a priced risk source during periods of high

inflation like the 70’s or 80’s, but not during states of low inflation as we have

experience in the past 10-15 years.

The remaining of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 1.2 presents evidence

that expected inflation risk is priced in the cross section of US stocks even after

controlling for cash flow growth and volatility risks. In section 1.3 I study a long

run risk model with a built in inflation non-neutrality channel. The model provides

theoretical motivation for the factors considered and pins down the market prices of

risk for each of them. Section 1.4 shows how to use standard VAR methods in order

to get estimates for the parameters of the reduced form model and construct from

the data the news terms that drive the SDF. I then discuss the empirical implications

of the model. Section 1.5 concludes.

1.2 Evidence from Portfolio Sorts

In this section I show that inflation risk is priced in the cross section of US stock

returns even after controlling for established sources of risk like cash flow growth

(Bansal, Dittmar, and Lundblad (2005), Hansen, Heaton, and Li (2008)) and volatil-

ity (Bansal et al. (2014), Campbell et al. (2015)). Specifically, I will sort US stocks

into bins based on their exposure to cash flow growth risk, expected inflation risk

and volatility risk and I will form portfolios that give exposure to one risk source

while controlling for the other two. The premiums on these portfolios are consistent

3 The slope of the security market line is actually slightly negative.
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with the idea that low cash flow growth, high expected inflation and high realized

volatility are viewed by investors as the bad states of the world. Put differently, cash

flow growth has a positive price of risk while expected inflation and volatility have

negative prices of risk when the full sample is considered.

1.2.1 Data

Expected inflation is taken from the Philadelphia Fed’s Survey of Professional Fore-

casters. I use the median forecasts for the GDP price index because it is available for

a longer horizon (one quarter ahead forecasts are available going back to 1968 Q4).

The survey comes out quarterly and as a result this is the frequency chosen for the

exercise in this section. Cash flow growth is measured as real dividend growth for the

CRSP value weighted market portfolio (NYSE, NASDAQ and AMEX)4. I deflate the

quarterly dividend growth using GDP price index inflation taken from BEA website.

I use the same realized market volatility measure as Bansal et al. (2014), constructed

by summing up the squared monthly log real returns on the market portfolio during

each quarter5. I use the 3-month Treasury bill rate taken from the FRED database

as my measure of quarterly risk free rate. Finally, individual security returns are

taken from the CRSP database.

1.2.2 Conditional Sort

I begin by measuring the exposure of each security in my sample to the three sources

of risk at each point in time. I do this by running rolling window time series re-

gressions in the spirit of Fama and MacBeth (1973) and Black, Jensen, and Scholes

(1972). Sitting at time t, I only use information up to time t-1 to account for the

fact that inflation for the current quarter t wouldn’t be known to the investor in real

4 CRSP provides data on the return with and without dividends for a broad market portfolio. I
use these returns to infer monthly level dividends which I add up during each quarter. Finally a 4
quarter trailing mean is taken to deseasonalize as it is typical in the literature.

5 I use CPI inflation taken from the BLS website to deflate the monthly market returns
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time and therefore the real dividend growth and volatility measures described above

might not be available. In order to be included, a security must (as it is typical in the

literature) be listed on NYSE, NASDAQ or AMEX and have a common share code

(10 or 11), valid price and number of shares outstanding at time t. I also require

securities to have no missing returns during the past 20 quarters. Finally, I exclude

all securities that delist at the end of the current quarter.

The procedure consists of three steps. First, I run a small VAR on the sam-

ple period t-21 to t-1 to extract the cash flow, expected inflation and volatility

shocks over a 20 quarters period. The VAR variables consist of real dividend

growth ∆dt, log price dividend ratio pdt, realized market volatility RVt, one quarter

ahead expected inflation xπ,t “ Etπt`1, and two quarter ahead expected inflation

Etxπ,t`1 “ EtpEt`1πt`2q “ Etπt`2. I impose two type of restrictions on the VAR.

On one hand I read the shock to expected inflation as the forecast update. On the

other I never include both one quarter and two quarters ahead inflation forecasts on

the right hand side of the same regression to avoid a collinearity problem.

¨
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(1.1)

Second, for each security i I regress the security excess return on the VAR vari-

ables6 and extract the firm level shocks over the same period considered above. Third

and last, I run a contemporaneous regression of the firm level shocks εRi,t during the

window t-20 to t-1 on the cash flow growth, expected inflation and realized volatility

shocks.

6 I again exclude the last variable to avoid a collinearity issue.
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εRi,t “ βi,t,∆dε∆dt ` βi,t,xπεxπ,t ` βi,t,RV εRVt (1.2)

Some of the betas estimated by this procedure are quite extreme. As a result

I drop any security-date combination for which at least one of the betas estimated

falls in the top 1% or bottom 1% of that beta’s distribution. On average, due to

overlap in extreme betas, about 5% of sample is trimmed at each point in time.

Given the conditional betas estimated above, I perform a triple conditional sort

at each point in time. On each dimension I sort securities into three bins based

on their exposure to that risk source: the ”low” bin (L) containing securities with

betas below the 3rd decile, the ”medium” bin (M) containing securities with betas

between the 3rd and 7th deciles and the ”high” bin (H) containing securities with

betas in excess of the 7th decile. I base the deciles only on stocks listed on the

NYSE7 as smaller securities tend to have more extreme betas and would dominate

the low and high bins once NASDAQ securities become available in CRSP during

the late 70s. More precisely, I first sort the securities into 3 bins based on their

cash flow growth beta. Within each of the cash flow growth bins I then sort the

securities contained in that bin into 3 additional bins based on their exposure to

volatility risk. Finally, within each of the 9 existing bins (3 for cash flow growth ˆ 3

for volatility) I sort the securities into 3 more bins based on their expected inflation

betas. This procedures ensures that each security will end up in exactly one of the

27 final bins. The exposure of securities to each of the three risk sources will be

similar for securities contained within the same bin, but will be different across bins.

The order of the conditional sort (sorting on the inflation dimension last) is meant

to provide a harder test for the existence of an expected inflation premium as one

first controls for cash flow growth and volatility risk.

7 Similar to the way Fama and French (1992) construct their size deciles.
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1.2.3 Portfolios

For each of the bins I now form a 1-quarter ahead value weighted portfolio (using

delisting returns when available and necessary). This is consistent with a buy and

sell strategy where at the end of a given quarter you estimate the security level

conditional betas using available historical information, sort the securities in bins

and then buy the securities in each bin in proportion with their market value. At

the end of the next quarter you close your position and redo the exercise.

Ideally I would like to have portfolios that give me different exposure to a single

risk source while controlling for the other two. Take for example expected inflation

risk: one has 9 portfolios with ”low” exposure to expected inflation, but different

exposures to the other two risk sources. I combine these portfolios into a new equal

weighted portfolio. I repeat the procedure for the 9 portfolios with ”medium” and

9 portfolios with ”high” expected inflation exposure. I now have only 3 portfolios

that differ in their exposure to inflation risk, but have roughly equal exposure to the

remaining risk sources as can be seen in figure 1.2.

A close inspection of upper left subplot in figure 1.2 reveals a stark contrast

between the magnitudes of expected inflation betas during the first half of the sample

(up to the early 90’s) and those during the second half (last 20 years). The difference

is caused by a break in the variance of expected inflation shocks. During the first

two decades of my sample the unconditional standard deviation of expected inflation

shocks was approximately 15 bp compared to only 6 bp. One way to adjust for the

time varying volatility of expected inflation shocks is to run a generalized least square

regression when pinning down the security level betas. Figure A.1 in appendix A

shows that this normalization still produces different expected inflation betas, but

roughly similar cash flow and volatility betas8.

8 The interpretation of betas has now changed. One unit of beta reflects the change in the portfolio
expected return in response to a one standard deviation shock to expected inflation.
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Figure 1.2: Betas for Portfolios With Different Expected Inflation Exposure
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Table 1.1 presents summary statistics for these portfolios both for the full sample

and across periods that are interesting from an economic point of view. In all cases

the constructed portfolios exhibit large variation in terms of their average betas with

respect to expected inflation risk, but have roughly similar exposures with respect

to cash flow growth and volatility risk. The average cash flow growth beta is always

positive and the average volatility beta is always negative consistent with typical

economic intuition and other findings in the literature. Firms with a low (negative)

exposure to expected inflation risk have a higher expected return compared with

firms that have high (positive) loadings. Put differently, firms that do badly when an

expected inflation shock hits the economy are viewed as riskier and investors require

a premium for holding such companies. This return differential is approximately 2%

on an annualized basis in the full sample which is quite sizeable and about a quarter

of the 7.83% market risk premium over the same period.

Between 1974 and 1987 when the US economy was experiencing a large overall

level of inflation and frequent inflation shocks often culminating in recessions, a long-

short strategy giving exposure to expected inflation risk would have netted investors

as much as 5.42%. With inflation slowly being tamed, the return on the long-

short portfolio comes down to 2.31% over the next 10 years (1988 - 1997). These

findings are consistent with large expected inflation being the bad state of the world

and expected inflation having a negative price of risk both in the full sample and

across the first two subperiods considered. Finally, consistent with the idea that

inflation has become pro-cyclical since in the late 90’s and the results of Campbell,

Sunderam, and Viceira (2013), I find that the return on the long-short expected

inflation portfolio flips sign and gives a negative return of -0.73% from 1998 onward.
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Table 1.1: Portfolios Exposed to Expected Inflation Risk

βπ βCF βV ErRes % MV

1974 Q2 - 2014 Q4

Low βπ -56.88 1.23 -4.32 10.88% 26.46%
Med βπ -12.47 1.24 -4.37 9.83% 44.09%
High βπ 28.44 1.28 -4.71 8.84% 29.45%

(Low βπ)-(High βπ) 2.04%

1974 Q2 - 1987 Q4

Low βπ -13.46 1.73 -4.52 11.19% 27.40%
Med βπ 5.07 1.77 -5.33 8.90% 43.96%
High βπ 23.58 1.87 -6.46 5.77% 28.64%

(Low βπ)-(High βπ) 5.42%

1988 Q1 - 1997 Q4

Low βπ -55.42 1.35 -0.72 15.35% 21.48%
Med βπ -17.14 1.23 -1.42 13.73% 44.65%
High βπ 16.81 1.09 -2.25 13.04% 33.87%

(Low βπ)-(High βπ) 2.31%

1998 Q1 - 2014 Q4

Low βπ -92.86 0.77 -6.28 8.12% 28.62%
Med βπ -23.92 0.81 -5.32 8.35% 43.87%
High βπ 39.22 0.92 -4.73 8.85% 27.50%

(Low βπ)-(High βπ) -0.73%
The table presents summary statistics over various sample periods for portfolios that differ in their exposure to expected inflation

risk (Low βπ , Med βπ , and High βπ), but have roughly similar exposures to cash flow growth and volatility risk. For each period the
last line represents a long-short strategy where you buy the portfolio that has low (negative) inflation exposure and sell the portfolio
that has high (positive) exposure. The first three columns are the average ex-ante betas of these portfolios with respect to expected
inflation, cash flow growth and volatility risks. The fourth column gives the average annualized excess return on each portfolio for the
quarter following the portfolio formation period. The last column is the average market value of the portfolio as a percentage of total
market value.

A similar exercise can be performed with respect to the other two sources of risk.

One could first collapse the 27 portfolios into only 3 that give different exposure to

cash flow growth risk while controlling for expected inflation and volatility exposure

and then repeat the exercise to obtain 3 volatility portfolios. The summary statistics

for these portfolios can be found in tables 1.2 and 1.3.
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Table 1.2: Portfolios Exposed to Cash Flow Growth Risk

βπ βCF βV ErRes % MV

1974 Q2 - 2014 Q4

Low βCF -13.18 -2.40 -5.94 8.26% 33.72%
Med βCF -11.07 1.12 -4.02 9.49% 44.32%
High βCF -16.65 5.03 -3.43 11.82% 21.96%

(High βCF )-(Low βCF ) 3.56%

1974 Q2 - 1987 Q4

Low βCF 5.51 -3.26 -5.86 6.62% 36.70%
Med βCF 4.63 1.60 -5.17 8.58% 42.72%
High βCF 5.04 7.04 -5.29 10.64% 20.58%

(High βCF )-(Low βCF ) 4.02%

1988 Q1 - 1997 Q4

Low βCF -8.85 -2.24 -5.35 11.10% 30.33%
Med βCF -15.76 1.05 -1.17 14.98% 45.83%
High βCF -31.14 4.87 2.13 16.06% 23.84%

(High βCF )-(Low βCF ) 4.96%

1998 Q1 - 2014 Q4

Low βCF -30.85 -1.79 -6.35 7.91% 33.30%
Med βCF -21.02 0.79 -4.77 7.10% 44.72%
High βCF -25.68 3.49 -5.21 10.33% 21.98%

(High βCF )-(Low βCF ) 2.42%
The table presents summary statistics over various sample periods for portfolios that differ in their exposure to cash flow growth risk

(Low βCF , Med βCF , and High βCF ), but have roughly similar exposures to cash flow growth and volatility risk. For each period the
last line represents a long-short strategy where you buy the portfolio that has high (positive) cash flow exposure and sell the portfolio
that has low (negative) exposure. The first three columns are the average ex-ante betas of these portfolios with respect to expected
inflation, cash flow growth and volatility risks. The fourth column gives the average annualized excess return on each portfolio for the
quarter following the portfolio formation period. The last column is the average market value of the portfolio as a percentage of total
market value.

The cash flow betas are quite reasonable in size and more stable across time.

A strategy that goes long the high cash flow beta portfolio and short the low cash

flow beta portfolio exhibits a return of approximately 3.5% in the full sample period

and varies between 2.5% and 5% during the subsamples considered. Investors treat

securities that have higher exposure to market real dividend growth as risky and

demand a premium for holding them. On average, an increase of one unit in the

cash flow growth beta is compensated by a return increase of 48 basis points.
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Table 1.3: Portfolios Exposed to Volatility Risk

βπ βCF βV ErRes % MV

1974 Q2 - 2014 Q4

Low βV -20.89 1.14 -14.01 11.84% 21.94%
Med βV -11.66 1.24 -4.41 9.56% 43.37%
High βV -8.36 1.37 5.02 8.16% 34.69%

(Low βV )-(High βV ) 3.68%

1974 Q2 - 1987 Q4

Low βV 16.15 1.77 -14.13 10.18% 21.47%
Med βV 4.20 1.78 -5.42 8.27% 38.68%
High βV -5.16 1.83 3.24 7.36% 39.85%

(Low βV )-(High βV ) 2.82%

1988 Q1 - 1997 Q4

Low βV -16.51 0.91 -11.10 15.67% 23.40%
Med βV -14.85 1.18 -1.64 13.56% 48.08%
High βV -24.37 1.59 8.35 12.89% 28.52%

(Low βV )-(High βV ) 2.78%

1998 Q1 - 2014 Q4

Low βV -53.42 0.76 -15.62 10.96% 21.47%
Med βV -22.60 0.85 -5.21 8.29% 44.39%
High βV -1.53 0.88 4.50 6.11% 34.14%

(Low βV )-(High βV ) 4.85%
The table presents summary statistics over various sample periods for portfolios that differ in their exposure to volatility risk (Low
βV , Med βV , and High βV ), but have roughly similar exposures to cash flow growth and expected inflation risk. For each period the
last line represents a long-short strategy where you buy the portfolio that has low (negative) volatility exposure and sell the portfolio
that has high (positive) exposure. The first three columns are the average ex-ante betas of these portfolios with respect to expected
inflation, cash flow growth and volatility risks. The fourth column gives the average annualized excess return on each portfolio for the
quarter following the portfolio formation period. The last column is the average market value of the portfolio as a percentage of total
market value.

Volatility carries a negative price of risk across all economic periods. A portfolio

consisting of companies that do bad in times of high volatility earns on average

returns that are 3.7% higher compared to a portfolio of companies that act as a

volatility hedge. The return differential is even higher at 4.85% during the last

sample period which includes the recent financial crisis and the Great Recession that

followed. Some care needs to be taken however in interpreting the subsample results

for the volatility portfolios as it is harder to control for their inflation exposure and
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there is some overlap between the two type of risk premiums.

This caveat holds more generally. In the full sample the returns on the long-short

portfolios with respect to cash flow and volatility risk are nearly orthogonal to each

other, while their correlation with the returns on the inflation long-short portfolio

returns 0.13 and -0.15 as can be seen in table 1.4. The correlations are slightly higher

in absolute value across the three subperiods considered, reaching -0.34 between the

cash flow and volatility strategies during the first subperiod and 0.28 and -0.24 for

the correlation between these strategies and the inflation long-short portfolio during

the last subsample.

Table 1.4: Correlation Structure for the Long-Short Portfolios

1974 Q2 - 2014 Q4

Infl CF Vol

Infl 1.00 0.13 -0.15
CF 0.13 1.00 -0.05
Vol -0.15 -0.05 1.00

1974 Q2 - 1987 Q4

Infl CF Vol

Infl 1.00 -0.08 -0.10
CF -0.08 1.00 -0.34
Vol -0.10 -0.34 1.00

1988 Q1 - 1997 Q4

Infl CF Vol

Infl 1.00 0.18 0.11
CF 0.18 1.00 0.10
Vol 0.11 0.10 1.00

1998 Q1 - 2014 Q4

Infl CF Vol

Infl 1.00 0.28 -0.24
CF 0.28 1.00 0.21
Vol -0.24 0.21 1.00

The table presents the correlations during various sample periods between the returns on the long-short portfolios that give exposure
to expected inflation, cash flow growth and volatility risk respectively. For expected inflation and volatility the long-short strategy
is constructed by going long the portfolio having a low (negative) exposure to the risk source and short the portfolio having a high
(positive) exposure. For cash flow risk the opposite is true, one buys the high cash flow beta portfolio and shorts the low cash flow
beta one.

One might ask if the expected inflation risk factor that I constructed above is

spanned by the Fama-French risk factors. While the Fama-French do a good job

at spanning the cross-section they are not primitive risk sources and here I chose

to control for macro sources of risk (that I view as state variables). Nevertheless
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table A.1 in appendix A shows that my inflation factor is not spanned by the three

Fama-French factors, none of loadings are statistically significant and the R2 of

the regression is only 1.7%. Table A.2 in the same appendix shows that adding

momentum increases the R2 to about 8% and the loading on momentum is strongly

statistically significant, suggesting a link between my strategy giving exposure to

expected inflation and a strategy giving exposure to momentum.

The usual approach in the literature at this point would be to implement the

second step of the Fama-MacBeth approach and use the time-series beta estimates

in a cross sectional regression to pin down the prices for the three sources of risk.

One potential concern with this approach relates to the accurate measurement of

betas. In order to obtain a valid estimate of the price of risk, the ex-ante portfolio

betas constructed from the time series regressions need to be good proxies for the

”true” portfolio betas. It is well know for example in the context of market betas

(see Black, Jensen, and Scholes (1972) and Fama and MacBeth (1973) as well as

the references within) that, while the relative ranking of the ex-ante betas may be

a good indication of the true beta relative ranking, the ex-ante beta range tends

to overstate true beta range with low ex-ante portfolio betas underestimating the

true ones and the high ex-ante portfolio betas overestimating the true values. More

generally one might even express concerns with respect to factor selection and over

fitting. In order to address these issues in the next section I write down a long run

risk model with a built in inflation non-neutrality channel in the spirit of Piazzesi

and Schneider (2007). The model, similar in structure to Bansal and Shaliastovich

(2013), provides a motivation for the risk factors that I choose and has the advantage

of pinning down the prices of risk for all the factors involved.
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1.3 Theoretical Framework

The setup is that of a representative agent endowment economy with recursive pref-

erences (Kreps and Porteus (1978), Epstein and Zin (1989), Weil (1989)) which allow

for the separation of the relative risk aversion γ and intertemporal elasticity of sub-

stitution ψ parameters and, as a result, permit both of them to be higher than 1.

Let

Ut “ rp1´ δqC
1´ 1

ψ

t ` δpEtU
1´γ
t`1 q

1´ 1
ψ

1´γ s

1

1´ 1
ψ (1.3)

where Ut stands for the lifetime utility of the agent, Ct denotes time t consumption

and δ is a subjective discount factor. For notational convenience let θ “ 1´γ

1´ 1
ψ

.

Whenever γ ą 1
ψ

the agent has a preference for early resolution of uncertainty. If

γ “ 1
ψ

this utility function collapses to the standard CRRA case.

Epstein and Zin (1989) show that the log stochastic discount factor of the above

economy can be written in terms of log consumption growth ∆ct`1 and the return

rc,t`1 on the aggregate wealth portfolio that pays consumption as its dividend.

mt`1 “ θlogpδq ´
θ

ψ
∆ct`1 ` pθ ´ 1qrc,t`1 (1.4)

Assuming the SDF and the return on the aggregate wealth are jointly log-normal

the standard Euler equation

EtrMt`1Rt`1s “ 1 (1.5)

can be reframed as:

Et∆ct`1 “ ψlogδ ` ψEtrc,t`1 ´
ψ ´ 1

γ ´ 1
Vt (1.6)

where Vt “
1
2
V artpmt`1 ` rc,t`1q reflects the volatility of the SDF, of consumption

growth and the covariance of the two.
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Log-linearizing the budget constraint of this economy

Wt`1 “ pWt ´ CtqRC,t`1 (1.7)

as it is standard in the literature produces

rc,t`1 “ κ0 ` wct`1 ´
1

κ1

wct `∆ct`1 (1.8)

where wct “ logWt

Ct
is the log wealth to consumption ratio and κ0 and κ1 are the

log-linearization parameters.

The model dynamics follow closely Piazzesi and Schneider (2007) and Bansal and

Shaliastovich (2013). The consumption growth and inflation processes are specified

exogenously allowing for persistent fluctuations in their conditional means and in-

teractions of expected inflation and expected growth. Let xc,t and xπ,t denote the

expected consumption growth and expected inflation respectively. One has

∆ct`1 “ µc ` xc,t ` σcηc,t`1 (1.9)

πt`1 “ µπ ` xπ,t ` σπηπ,t`1 (1.10)

where ηc,t`1 and ηπ,t`1 are assumed to be i.i.d. N(0,1) and σc and σπ are the condi-

tional volatilities of the two processes.

The vector of conditional means xt “ rxc,t xπ,ts
1 follows a bivariate VAR(1) pro-

cess with one source of time-varying conditional volatility σt.

xt`1 “ Πxt ` σtΣet`1 (1.11)

where et`1 “ rec,t`1 eπ,t`1s
1. I view ec,t`1 and eπ,t`1 as structural shocks that each

follow a N(0,1) distribution and are orthogonal to each other. I hence restrict the

matrix

Σ “

ˆ

ϕc 0
0 ϕπ

˙

(1.12)
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to be diagonal. The interaction between the consumption growth and inflation in

this economy is obtained by allowing the expected inflation and expected growth

processes to directly affect each other. Consistent with this, the AR(1) matrix of

loading is given by

Π “

ˆ

ρc ρcπ
ρπc ρπ

˙

(1.13)

Finally, for simplicity, I model the time varying conditional volatility process as an

AR(1).

σ2
t`1 “ p1´ νqσ

2
` νσ2

t ` σwwt`1 (1.14)

where wt`1 is distributed N(0,1), σ2, ν and σ2
w are the mean, persistence and ho-

moskedastic variance of the volatility process.

In the above economy one can show that the wealth to consumption ratio will be

linear in the three state variables expected consumption growth, expected inflation

and volatility.

wct “ A0 ` Axcxc,t ` Axπxπ,t ` Aσσ
2
t (1.15)

where the loadings are given by:

Axc “ p1´
1

ψ
qχc, Axπ “ p1´

1

ψ
qχcπ, Aσ “ p1´ γqp1´

1

ψ
qχσ (1.16)

and

χc “
1´ κ1ρπ

p1´ κ1ρcqp1´ κ1ρπq ´ κ2
1ρπcρcπ

χcπ “
κ1ρcπ

p1´ κ1ρcqp1´ κ1ρπq ´ κ2
1ρπcρcπ

(1.17)

χσ “
1

2p1´ κ1νq
pκ2

1χ
2
cϕ

2
c ` κ

2
1χ

2
cπϕ

2
πq

With an IES higher than 1 the substitution effect dominates the wealth effect and

in response to positive news about the future growth the agent saves more driving up
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current prices and the wealth to consumption ratio. In the full sample data expected

inflation has a negative effect on expected consumption growth (that is ρcπ ă 0)9

implying a negative χcπ estimate and Axπ ă 0. If an increase in expected inflation

forecasts lower future growth, then in response to a positive shock to expected in-

flation the agent will save less driving prices and the wealth to consumption ratio

down. Finally if, in addition to the IES being higher than 1, the relative risk aversion

coefficient is also higher than 1 a positive shock to volatility represents bad news for

the economy and the wealth to consumption ratio will go down.

With the wealth to consumption ratio pinned down by the model it is trivial to

solve for the return on wealth using the log-linearized budget constraint (1.8). The

innovation to the real stochastic discount factor in this economy is then recovered

from equation (1.4).

mt`1 ´ Etmt`1 “ ´γσcηc,t`1 ´ pγ ´
1

ψ
qκ1χcϕcσtec,t`1´

´pγ ´
1

ψ
qκ1χcπϕπσteπ,t`1 ´ p1´ γqpγ ´

1

ψ
qκ1χσσwwt`1 (1.18)

The price of risk for the current consumption shock is equal to the coefficient of

relative risk aversion γ. With early resolution of uncertainty (γ ą 1
ψ

), the price of

expected consumption risk is positive. If inflation is non-neutral and has a negative

effect on the real economy then the market price of expected inflation risk is negative.

Finally, if in addition of early resolution of uncertainty you have γ ą 1, then volatility

also has a negative price of risk. This is consistent with low realized and expected

consumption, high expected inflation and high volatility, all being the ”bad” states

of the world when the marginal utility of the representative agent is high.

The loadings κ1χc “
κ1p1´κ1ρπq

p1´κ1ρcqp1´κ1ρπq´κ2
1ρπcρcπ

and κ1χcπ “
κ2

1ρcπ
p1´κ1ρcqp1´κ1ρπq´κ2

1ρπcρcπ

are nothing but the present value effect of contemporaneous persistent consumption

9 Also typically ρπc ą 0.
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and inflation shocks on future path of expected consumption growth. Indeed, the

stochastic discount factor above can be easily recast in the language of Bansal et al.

(2014) and Campbell et al. (2015). The news about current and future consumption

growth are given by

ČNC,t`1 “ ∆ct`1 ´ Etp∆ct`1q “ σcηc,t`1 (1.19)

and

NECF,t`1 “

8
ÿ

j“1

κj1pEt`1 ´ Etq∆ct`1`j “

“
κ1p1´ κ1ρπq

p1´ κ1ρcqp1´ κ1ρπq ´ κ2
1ρcπρπc

ϕcσtec,t`1`

`
κ2

1ρcπ
p1´ κ1ρcqp1´ κ1ρπq ´ κ2

1ρcπρπc
ϕπσteπ,t`1 “

“ κ1χcϕcσtec,t`1 ` κ1χcπϕπσteπ,t`1 (1.20)

As it is obvious from above, if consumption growth and inflation affect each other in

equilibrium, the typical news term about future consumption will depend on both

the consumption and the inflation long-run shocks. Under the null of the model this

term can then be broken down into two separate components that have prices of

risk with opposite signs and that carry very different implications for the pricing of

assets. From this point on, I will refer to the present value impact of the expected

inflation shock as ”news about expected inflation” and I will call the residual term

(which is nothing but the present value impact of the expected consumption shock)

”news about expected cash flows”, that is:

ČNECF,t`1 “ χcϕcσtec,t`1

ČNEπ,t`1 “ |χcπ|ϕπσteπ,t`1 (1.21)

NECF “ ČNECF,t`1 ´ signpχcπq ČNEπ,t`1
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An observation is in order. By taking the absolute value of χcπ I ensure that the news

about expected inflation term has the same direction as the expected inflation shock

eπ,t`1. The sign of χcπ is pulled into the price of risk which becomes pγ´ 1
ψ
q signpχcπq.

In the full sample, since inflation is bad news for future growth (ρcπ ă 0), this leads

to χcπ ă 0 and a negative price of risk for expected inflation. If inflation becomes

pro-cyclical, as might be the case starting in the late 90’s, then the signs of ρcπ and

χcπ would flip leading to a positive price of expected inflation risk.

It is important to note that under the null of the model the two components of

NECF,t`1 are orthogonal to each other so that the present value effect of expected

inflation shocks (χcπ) can be read from the following restriction

χcπ “
CovpNECF,t`1, ϕπσteπ,t`1q

V arpϕπσteπ,t`1q
(1.22)

It turns out that, in the model, the volatility term in the log Euler equation is

linear in the conditional volatility of the wealth return

Vt “
1

2
V artpmt`1 ` rc,t`1q “ const.`

θ2

2
V artpNR,t`1q (1.23)

so that news about volatility are a scaled version of news about the wealth return

conditional variance with the proportionality constant being equal to θ2

2

ČNV,t`1 “
θ2

2
NV artpNR,t`1q “ p1´

1

ψ
q
2κ1χσσwwt`1 (1.24)

where news about volatility are defined as ČNV,t`1 “
8
ř

j“1

κj1pEt`1 ´ EtqVt`j.

Putting everything together I can express the shock to the real stochastic discount

factor in terms of news about contemporaneous and expected consumption growth,

news about expected inflation and news about volatility.

Nm,t`1 “ ´λC ČNC,t`1 ´ λECF ČNECF,t`1 ´ λEπ ČNEπ,t`1 ´ λV ČNV,t`1 (1.25)
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with

λC “ γ, λV “ ´
pγ ´ 1qpγ ´ 1

ψ
q

p1´ 1
ψ
q2

λECF “ pγ ´
1

ψ
q, λEπ “ signpχcπqpγ ´

1

ψ
q (1.26)

The market price of news about contemporaneous consumption is still γ. News about

expected cash flows and news about expected inflation carry prices of risk equal to

γ ´ 1
ψ

and pγ ´ 1
ψ
q signpχcπq respectively. As mentioned before, if the representative

agent has a preference for early resolution of uncertainty then price of risk for news

about expected cash flows risk is positive and the price of risk for expected inflation

news is negative if expected inflation has a negative impact on the future consumption

path. If in addition to early resolution of uncertainty γ ą 1 then news about volatility

carry a negative price of risk equal to ´
pγ´1qpγ´ 1

ψ
q

p1´ 1
ψ
q2

.

Using the log Euler equations (1.6) for a generic asset with return ri,t`1 and for

the risk free rate rf,t one can express the risk premium on asset i as the negative of

the covariance of the log SDF with ri,t`1

Etri,t`1 ´ rf,t `
1

2
V artpri,t`1q “ ´Covtpmt`1, ri,t`1q (1.27)

which can further be decomposed into risk compensation for each of the news terms.

Etri,t`1 ´ rf,t `
1

2
V artpri,t`1q “

“ λCCovtpČNC,t`1, ri,t`1q ` λECFCovtp ČNECF,t`1, ri,t`1q (1.28)

`λEπCovtp ČNEπ,t`1, ri,t`1q ` λVCovtpČNV,t`1, ri,t`1q

1.4 Empirical Results

The wealth to consumption ratio wct and the return on wealth rc,t`1 are not directly

observable in the data. As a result I will follow the large body of literature (starting
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with Epstein and Zin (1991)) and assume that the wealth portfolio is well proxied by

a broad stock market index. As a result I will interpret the wealth to consumption

ratio as the price dividend ratio, the return on wealth as the return on the market

and consumption growth and the market dividend growth adjusted for inflation.

The most parsimonious VAR one can write down must contain the real market

dividend growth ∆dt, log market price-dividend ratio pdt, expected inflation Etrπt`1s,

and realized market volatility RVt. I add the ex-post real risk free rate rfr,t as the

model also has implications for this variable and adding it can improve predictabil-

ity10. The real dividend growth and the price dividend ratio are constructed from

the CRSP returns on the NYSE, NASDAQ and AMEX portfolio with and without

dividends. One year ahead expected inflation comes from the Philadelphia Fed Sur-

vey of Professional Forecasters. The corresponding inflation data comes from BEA

tables. Realized volatility for each year is constructed as the sum of the 4 squared

quarterly inflation adjusted market returns for that year. A measure of the ex-post

real risk free rate is constructed as the difference between the yield on the 1-year

Fama-Bliss bond and my inflation measure. All growth rates and returns are con-

tinuously compounded and logs have been taken where appropriate. Frequency is

annual and the sample period runs from 1970 to 2014. As opposed to section 1.2, I

lose one year because the one year ahead expected inflation forecast is not available

for 1969.

Denoting by zt the vector assumed to capture the state of the economy and

restricting the dynamics to a VAR(1) we have

zt “ r∆dt Etrπt`1s RVt pdt rfr,ts
1 (1.29)

where

zt`1 “ φ0 ` Φzt ` ut`1

10 Results are robust if the ex-post real risk free rate is left out.
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and ut`1 „ Np0,Σuq.

Further let ιd “ r1 0 0 0 0s1, ιπ “ r0 1 0 0 0s1 and ιv “ r0 0 1 0 0s1 be selection

vectors and Q “ κ1ΦpI ´ κ1Φq´1 be the long-run response matrix for this VAR.

The classic news terms NC,t`1, NECF,t`1 can be read from the VAR in the usual

way

ČNC,t`1 “ ι1dut`1 (1.30)

NECF,t`1 “ ι1dQut`1 (1.31)

and so can the shock to expected inflation

ϕπσteπ,t`1 “ ι1πut`1 (1.32)

Combining the two and using the theoretical restriction (1.22) identifies

χcπ “
ι1dQΣuιπ
ι1πΣuιπ

(1.33)

The news about expected cash flows and news about expected inflation are now

trivial to construct

ČNEπ,t`1 “

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ι1dQΣuιπ
ι1πΣuιπ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ι1πut`1 (1.34)

ČNECF,t`1 “ ι1dQut`1 ´ sign

ˆ

ι1dQΣuιπ
ι1πΣuιπ

˙
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ι1dQΣuιπ
ι1πΣuιπ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ι1πut`1 (1.35)

Finally, I proxy the conditional volatility of the return on wealth V artprc,t`1q by

the realized variance of the market return RVt. This allows me to read the news

component NV artprc,t`1q in (1.24) directly from the VAR implying that

NV,t`1 “
θ2

2
κ1ι

1
vpI `Qqut`1 (1.36)

Equations (1.30), and (1.34) - (1.36) completely pin down the model implied risk

factors for this economy.
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The VAR is estimated by first demeaning the variables and then running equation

by equation OLS. Results can be found in table 1.5. Newey-West standard errors with

4 lags are shown in parentheses below each estimate. Given the ”kitchen sink” nature

of the VAR it is hard to comment on individual coefficients. It is worth emphasizing

however that, in the given sample, expected inflation is quite predictable with an

R2 of almost 87% and displays rather strong dependence on its lagged value with

a coefficient of 0.89 that is highly statistically significant. The real risk free rate

also helps forecast expected inflation in the data. Furthermore expected inflation

predicts future dividend growth and the future price dividend ratio with a negative

coefficient that is also statistically significant in the second case.

Table 1.5: Market VAR Estimates

∆dt Etrπt`1s RVt pdt rfr,t R2

∆dt`1 0.17 -0.39 -0.11 0.01 -0.66 13.26%
(0.14) (1.01) (0.45) (0.05) (0.46)

Et`1rπt`2s 0.00 0.89 -0.04 0.00 -0.08 86.79%
(0.01) (0.10) (0.05) (0.00) (0.03)

RVt`1 -0.02 0.32 0.21 0.02 0.17 8.62%
(0.04) (0.38) (0.13) (0.01) (0.13)

pdt`1 0.03 -4.41 1.22 0.75 0.84 84.01%
(0.28) (1.83) (0.99) (0.11) (0.90)

rfr,t`1 0.01 0.36 -0.17 0.01 0.81 76.47%
(0.02) (0.10) (0.06) (0.00) (0.04)

Annual frequency multivariate VAR(1) for the real dividend growth, price to dividend ratio, expected inflation, realized volatility, and
real risk free rate. I first demean the variables then estimate the VAR using equation by equation OLS. Newey West standard errors
with 4 lags are shown in parenthesis below each estimate. The real dividend growth and the price dividend ratio are constructed from
the CRSP returns on the NYSE, NASDAQ and AMEX portfolio with and without dividends. One year ahead expected inflation comes
from the Philadelphia Fed Survey of Professional Forecasters. I use the change in the GDP price index as my measure of inflation
because the SPF data for this measure goes back further. The corresponding inflation data (used in obtaining real versions of the
variables) comes from BEA tables. Realized volatility for each year is constructed as the sum of the 4 quarterly squared real market
returns for that year. A measure of the ex-post real risk free rate is constructed as the difference between the yield on the 1-year
Fama-Bliss bond and my inflation measure. All growth rates and returns are continuously compounded and logs have been taken
where appropriate. Frequency is annual and the sample period runs from 1970 to 2014.

The full sample VAR estimates imply a negative value of χcπ equal to -8.34. A

shock to expected inflation constitutes bad news for economy. One percentage point

increase in expected inflation leads to a drop in future expected consumption growth
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of 8.34% in present value. The standard deviation of expected inflation shocks over

the period 1970 to 2014 is 0.72%. A one standard deviation shock to expected

inflation would therefore lead to a drop in expected future consumption growth of

approximately 6% in present value.

If expected inflation shocks have such a high impact on expected cash flows, it

stands to reason that positive expected inflation news should be accompanied by

an increase in the risk premium. In long run risk models the time variation in risk

premia is generated by time varying volatility (indeed Bansal et al. (2014) show that

discount rate news and volatility news are strongly correlated with one another)

so would would expect to see a positive correlation between expected inflation and

volatility news. This intuition is confirmed by the data as the correlation between

the two news factors is approximately 42% during the sample period considered.

One should note the result above recovers, in my setup, the finding of Bekaert and

Engstrom (2010) that expected inflation and risk premium have a correlation that

plateaus at approximately 40% in the long run.

I test the cross sectional implications of the model by pricing the excess returns

on a wide range of assets consisting of the market portfolio, ten industry portfolios

taken from Kenneth French’s website, the Fama-Bliss discount bonds as well as a

spot commodity index constructed by the Commodity Research Bureau. The ten

Fama-French portfolios are broadly representative of industries producing durable

and nondurable goods, manufacturing, energy, high tech, telecommunications, retail,

healthcare and utilities as well as a catch all portfolio for all remaining firms that were

not included in any of the previous categories. I chose to focus on industry portfolios

rather than portfolios sorted on other dimensions (like size or book to market),

because I expect there to be more variation in terms of inflation exposure across

industries which will makes them a more interesting test asset from the perspective

of this exercise. For commodities I use the CRB BLS commodity spot index because
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of its long time span.11 The index is a measure of the spot price changes in 22

commodities whose markets are assumed to be the first to respond to a change in

economic conditions. The set of commodities used is composed of raw materials12

making up about 60% of the index and foodstuffs13 accounting for the remaining

40%. The index is typically viewed as a general economic indicator used for gauging

the direction of prices. An increase in price for the basic commodities underlying

the index could translate into higher production costs throughout various sectors

of the economy and higher inflation. An economic agent that holds the basket of

commodities comprising the index on the other hand would see a larger return on

his portfolio and thus be hedged from the increase in inflation.

For each of these portfolios I first extract the shocks by running a time series

regression of the portfolio real return on the vector of predictive variables zt. With

the news components pinned down by the VAR estimates, I then compute the time

series covariances between the portfolio shocks and the the model implied factors.

The prices of risk (which depend only on the preference function parameters γ and

ψ) can then in principle be pinned down in a cross sectional regression that has

the expected returns of the 16 considered portfolios on the left hand side and their

covariances with the news components as explanatory variables. The first order

conditions for gamma and psi given by a nonlinear least squares estimator lead to a

system of nonlinear equations that can be hard to solve. As a consequence I take a

simple two step approach to pin down the relative risk aversion and IES parameters.

First, for a given value of ψ, the first order condition with respect to γ reduces to a

third order equation that can be easily solved. The solution that minimizes the sum

11 The index is constructed as the geometric mean of price ratios of the commodity prices today
to the commodity prices on the base date, multiplied by 100. The log change in the index will
therefore reflect an equal weighted average of the log changes in each commodity’s price.

12 Including burlap, copper scrap, cotton, hides, lead scrap, print cloth, rosin, rubber, steel scrap,
tallow, tin, wool tops, and zinc.

13 Including butter, cocoa beans, corn, cottonseed oil, hogs, lard, steers, sugar, and wheat.
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of squared errors is always higher than 1 and higher than 1
ψ

ensuring early resolution

of uncertainty, a positive price for expected cash flow risk and a negative price for

the expected inflation and volatility risks. Second, I let the IES parameter evolve

between 0.5 and 3 with a step of 0.05. For each value of ψ I perform the procedure

described in the first step. I then pick the IES that achieves the lowest sum of squared

errors and the corresponding relative risk aversion value. The coefficients identified

by this procedure are ψ “ 2.2 and γ “ 4.13. The fit generated by these parameter

values can be seen in tables 6A and 6B.

The model matches the overall premiums well. The inflation premium on the

market portfolio is a 1.5% compared to approximately 2% and 3% for cash flow

growth and volatility risk emphasizing once more the importance of inflation risk

for asset markets and the economy. There is also strong variation in the inflation

premium across the industry portfolios. The retail sector has the strongest expo-

sure to inflation risk with a risk premium of approximately 2.7% and is followed

closely by the durable goods sector where the premium is 2.55%. The inflation pre-

mium for nondurable goods is lower at 1.95% consistent with the findings of Eraker,

Shaliastovich, and Wang (2015) who document that the negative impact of expected

inflation on future consumption growth is even stronger in the case of durable goods

consumption as opposed to nondurables. At the opposite end one finds the energy

portfolio that has a negative inflation premium of -0.33%. This finding is quite rea-

sonable if one considers that the energy portfolio is to a large extend driven by oil

companies. If the price of oil goes up, this generates a surge in prices through the

entire economy and a rise in inflation rates. While the increase in inflation is bad

news for most economic agents, this is precisely the state of the world where oil

companies are doing well. The energy portfolio can therefore be seen as an inflation

hedge which is reflected in the premium I find.
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Table 6A: Market and Industry Portfolios Risk Premia

Mkt NonDur Dur Manuf Energy HTech

Data 5.97% 8.11% 6.78% 6.61% 7.68% 6.39%
Model 6.49% 6.39% 8.65% 5.92% 3.59% 6.38%

Cash Flow 1.96% 0.96% 2.13% 1.51% 1.55% 2.44%
Inflation 1.48% 1.95% 2.55% 1.28% -0.33% 1.93%
Volatility 3.06% 3.48% 3.98% 3.12% 2.37% 2.02%

Telcm Shops Health Utils Other

Data 7.14% 7.42% 7.37% 6.22% 6.14%
Model 7.04% 7.59% 3.72% 6.67% 8.75%

Cash Flow 2.81% 1.38% 0.68% 1.02% 1.92%
Inflation 1.94% 2.68% 1.45% 1.61% 1.73%
Volatility 2.30% 3.53% 1.60% 4.04% 5.10%

Model λC λECF λEπ λV

Implied γ γ ´ 1
ψ

´pγ ´ 1
ψ
q ´

pγ´1qpγ´ 1
ψ
q

p1´ 1
ψ
q2

Risk Price 4.13 3.67 -3.67 -38.61
The table shows the model fit for the market portfolio as well as 10 industry portfolios taken from Kenneth French’s website. The

first row is the excess return on the portfolio in the data. The second row shows the model implied risk premium for each portfolio.
The following three rows give a breakdown of the model implied risk premium into 3 components (cash-flow risk, inflation risk and
volatility risk) where cash-flow risk premium is defined as λCβi,C `λECF βi,ECF , expected inflation risk premium as λEπβi,Eπ and
volatility premium as λV βi,V . The model implied market prices of risk are displayed at the bottom of the table.

Table 6B: Nominal Bonds and Commodity Index Risk Premia

FB 2y FB 3y FB 4y FB 5y CRB CI
Data 0.69% 1.25% 1.72% 2.10% -1.45%

Model 0.56% 0.75% 1.02% 1.16% -1.21%
Cash Flow 0.00% -0.02% 0.02% 0.03% 0.01%
Inflation 0.33% 0.48% 0.59% 0.68% -1.11%
Volatility 0.23% 0.29% 0.41% 0.45% -0.12%

Model λC λECF λEπ λV

Implied γ γ ´ 1
ψ

´pγ ´ 1
ψ
q ´

pγ´1qpγ´ 1
ψ
q

p1´ 1
ψ
q2

Risk Price 4.13 3.67 -3.67 -38.61
The table shows the model fit for 1-year holding period excess returns on the Fama-Bliss bonds as well as for a spot commodity index

constructed by the Commodity Research Bureau. The first row is the excess return on the portfolio in the data. The second row shows
the model implied risk premium for each portfolio. The following three rows give a breakdown of the model implied risk premium into
3 components (cash-flow risk, inflation risk and volatility risk) where cash-flow risk premium is defined as λCβi,C ` λECF βi,ECF ,
expected inflation risk premium as λEπβi,Eπ and volatility premium as λV βi,V . The model implied market prices of risk are displayed
at the bottom of the table.
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The model identifies an inflation premium in nominal bonds (consistent with a

vast literature on this topic) that is increasing in the maturity of the bond. Indeed,

a nominal bond is offering a fixed money payment at some date in the future. The

further away that date is, the lower its value in real terms if inflation is expected to

be high. Moreover, if periods of high expected inflation correspond in the data with

states of low expected economic growth (to which a long-run risk agent would be

very averse) a payment that is already lower in real term comes at the worse possible

moment. Hence the longer the maturity, the higher the inflation premium. Finally,

the commodity index displays a negative inflation premium of -1.11% consistent with

the commonly circulated idea that commodities act a hedge against inflation. Indeed,

the commodities that make up the index are supposed to be foods and materials that

are at the base of the production chain. An increase in price for these products will

drive up the cost of other fabricated goods and reverberate through the economy.

Holding these commodities hedges the owner from the adverse effect of increased

inflation in a manner similar to that discussed above in the case of oil.

One might wonder why the focus on industry portfolios as opposed to the size

and book to market sorted portfolios as it is typical in the literature. Table 6C shows

the model fit for the five size quintile portfolios and the five quintile book to market

sorted portfolios (taken once more from Kenneth French’s website and aggregated

to annual frequency). For consistency reasons I keep the same values for the relative

risk aversion and intertemporal elasticity substitution coefficients as before. As can

be seen the model provides a good fit here as well and generates size and book to

market spreads of the correct sign and similar values to those found in the data.

However there is no clear pattern in terms of inflation risk premia.
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Table 6C: Size and Book to Market Portfolios Risk Premia

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5

Data 5.32% 6.96% 6.83% 8.00% 9.79%
Model 5.44% 5.91% 5.38% 6.24% 8.37%

Cash Flow 1.72% 1.75% 1.60% 1.27% 1.56%
Inflation 1.59% 1.33% 1.03% 1.53% 1.93%
Volatility 2.13% 2.83% 2.76% 3.45% 4.87%

BM1 BM2 BM3 BM4 BM5

Data 7.95% 7.90% 7.99% 7.79% 5.79%
Model 7.83% 7.80% 7.76% 7.05% 6.00%

Cash Flow 2.00% 1.89% 1.73% 1.65% 1.92%
Inflation 1.77% 1.78% 1.85% 1.65% 1.46%
Volatility 4.06% 4.13% 4.17% 3.75% 2.62%

Model λC λECF λEπ λV

Implied γ γ ´ 1
ψ

´pγ ´ 1
ψ
q ´

pγ´1qpγ´ 1
ψ
q

p1´ 1
ψ
q2

Risk Price 4.13 3.67 -3.67 -38.61
The table shows the model fit for the 5 quintile size portfolios as well as the 5 quintile book to market portfolios taken from Kenneth

French’s website. The first row is the excess return on the portfolio in the data. The second row shows the model implied risk premium
for each portfolio. The following three rows give a breakdown of the model implied risk premium into 3 components (cash-flow risk,
inflation risk and volatility risk) where cash-flow risk premium is defined as λCβi,C `λECF βi,ECF , expected inflation risk premium
as λEπβi,Eπ and volatility premium as λV βi,V . The model implied market prices of risk are displayed at the bottom of the table.

Finally, it would be interesting to look at how the price of expected inflation risk

evolves over time. Ideally one would have a rolling window and within each window

reestimate/recalibrate the entire model. Due to the low frequency of the data and the

small overall number of observations this approach is unfeasible. The VAR estimates

for example would be poorly estimated and quite unstable even for a window of 10-15

years. Moreover the risk premium estimates for the portfolios I match would also be

imprecisely estimated over such a short span. As a compromise I will keep the full

sample VAR estimates as well as the shocks to the state variable vector and matched

portfolios based on these estimates. Furthermore I stick to preference parameters

previously chosen (i.e. γ “ 4.13 and ψ “ 2.2). For these values I use a 5-year

rolling window to recompute the χcπ parameter as well as the variance of the news

components over each such interval. The expected inflation price of risk generated
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by this approach is plotted in figure 1.3.

ĆλEπ,t “ signpχcπ,tqpγ ´
1

ψ
qV artp ČNEπ,t`1q (1.37)
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Figure 1.3: Time Varying Price of Risk

The price of expected inflation risk is large and strongly negative both in the mid

70’s and in the early 80’s, a timing consistent with the two oil shocks that hit the US

economy and the recessions they have generated. During the 90’s, a period where

inflation has been tamed, the price of expected inflation risk is almost constant but

still negative. With long run inflation expectations well anchored at around 2% and

little volatility in inflation expectations in general, the price of inflation risk gets close

to zero during the last the decade and it briefly crosses into positive territory during
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the the Great Recession. This is consistent with the results from the portfolio sorts

that find a much smaller and slightly negative spread for the long-short portfolio

giving exposure to expected inflation risk.

1.5 Conclusion

I have shown that expected inflation risk is priced in the cross section of US stock

returns while controlling for cash flow growth and volatility risk. This finding is

interpreted through the prism of an inflation non-neutrality channel that allows ex-

pected inflation to directly affect the marginal utility of the representative agent.

Embedding such a channel in the standard long run risk model leads to a decompo-

sition of the real stochastic discount factor into news about short and long run cash

flow growth, news about expected inflation and news about volatility. The model

does a good job at simultaneously matching the risk premia on a wide cross section

of assets including industry portfolios, nominal bonds and a commodity index. The

cross sectional and time series variation in the inflation risk premium is then investi-

gated. The model identifies bonds as being exposed to inflation risk and commodities

as a a hedge. The energy industry which is largely formed of oil companies has a

small and negative expected inflation risk premium while the same premia is large

for industries like retail. Consistent with the idea that high expected inflation has

a larger impact on future durable goods consumption as opposed to nondurables,

the model identifies a larger inflation premium in the former industry portfolio. The

time-varying price of risk for expected inflation is large in 70’s and 80’s when infla-

tion was rampant and has come down a lot since. Over the past decade the inflation

price of risk has been close to zero and has occasionally flipped sign crossing into

positive territory especially during the recent Great Recession.

All the results above come from a market based approach where the return on

wealth in the model is identified in the data as a stock market return. A natural and
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interesting extension would be to bring labor income growth to the table and model

it jointly with consumption growth and inflation. This would allow me to study the

interaction between expected inflation and the return on human capital as well as

make broader statements about the impact of inflation on the wealth to consumption

ratio and true return on wealth. Finally such an approach could naturally lead to

estimates of the ”cost” of inflation risk, specifically how much consumption would

an agent be willing to sacrifice in order to avoid an increase in inflation.
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2

Capital Market Reaction to Predetermined
Macroeconomic Announcements

2.1 Introduction

Several papers in recent years have looked at the behaviour of excess stock returns

around macroeconomic news release dates. Savor and Wilson (2013) analyze a sam-

ple of macroeconomic news about inflation, unemployment and FOMC decisions

covering the period 1958 to 2009. They find that daily excess returns during the

considered time frame average 11 bp on announcement days as opposed to 1 bp

during the rest of the days. Lucca and Moench (2015) report that after 1994 stock

returns average about 50 bp in the 24 hours preceding the FOMC announcement.

Cieslak, Morse, and Vissing-Jorgensen (2014) provide an extensive description of

FOMC data and document what they call the 6-week FOMC cycle: since 1994 ex-

cess stock returns are high on weeks 0, 2, 4 and 6 in FOMC time and negative on

odd weeks, where week 0 covers days t-1 to t+3 with t being the announcement

date. This chapter provides an in depth exploration of the US stock market re-

action around predetermined macroeconomic announcements both at daily level as
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well as higher frequency. Consistent with the existent literature I document that in

a long sample (where the announcement surprise is likely to be zero on average), the

excess return on the market is significantly higher on days of macro releases sug-

gesting an announcement/news premium. I also show that in the hours surrounding

the announcement time, the market return goes up prior to the predetermined an-

nouncement time, peaks around the time of the release and drops afterwards. The

remaining of the chapter is organized as follows. Sections 2.2 and 2.3 present the

daily level and high frequency level evidence respectively . Section 2.4 concludes.

2.2 Evidence based on Daily Level Returns

The choice of macroeconomic announcements is influenced by data availability, their

previous use in the literature and the relative importance given to them by investors

(as compared with other announcements). All analysis is conducted at daily level

using market close to market close cum-dividend returns. Excess market returns are

taken from Kenneth French’s website for the full sample period 1961-2014.1 The set of

macroeconomic announcements that I consider consists of: unemployment/non-farm

payroll (EMPL/NFP)2, producer price index (PPI), Federal Open Market Commit-

tee’s decision regarding the monetary policy interest rate (FOMC), gross domestic

product (GDP) and the Institute for Supply Management’s Manufacturing Report

(ISM). The EMPL/NFL and PPI announcement dates come from the BLS website.

The BLS began announcing its scheduled release dates in advance in 1961 which is

also the start date for our EMPL/NFL announcements sample. PPI data starts in

1 The Tbill return used in computing the daily excess return is the simple daily rate that, over
the number of trading days in the month, compounds to 1-month TBill rate from Ibbotson and
Associates Inc.

2 Both unemployment and non-farm payroll information are released as part of the Employment
Situation Report published by the BLS. I view them as one announcement.
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19713. Both announcements are made monthly4. The dates of FOMC meetings are

taken from the Federal Reserve’s website and begin in 1994 when the Committee

started announcing its decision to the markets by releasing a statement at the end

of each meeting. For meetings lasting two calendar days I consider the second day

(the day the statement is released) as the event date. There are a total of 8 FOMC

meetings each calendar year. GDP release dates come from the BEA’s website. I

begin in 1997 which is also the first year that has full data available. GDP growth

announcements are made monthly according to the following pattern: in April the

advance estimate for Q1 GDP growth is released, followed by a preliminary estimate

of the same Q1 GDP growth in May and a final estimate given in the June announce-

ment. Arguably most uncertainty about Q1 growth surrounds the advance estimate

and the uncertainty is completely resolved once the final estimate is published so

most learning by the markets will occur around these releases. For this reason I will

focus only on the 4 advance and 4 final estimate release dates every year. Finally,

ISM announcement dates come from Bloomberg and are available starting in 1997

as well. This is a monthly frequency announcement. The last year for which I collect

data on all announcements is 2014.

Bloomberg5 has information on macroeconomic release dates starting in Novem-

ber 1996. Between 1997 and 2014 more than 18,000 announcements are being made

3 While the CPI data is also available from the BLS (back to 1961), once the PPI starts being
published it typically precedes the CPI announcement. Given the large overlap in information
between the two macro releases much of the ”news” content in the CPI announcement will already
be known to the market at the time of its release. For this reason I opt in favor of using PPI.

4 BLS also publishes the Employment Cost Index starting in 1976. This a quarterly frequency
report that comes out at the end of the quarter. While the report is appreciated because of its
thorough coverage (besides salaries it also includes data on bonuses, health insurance and pensions
plans broken down by industry, occupation etc.) it is typically viewed as a lagging indicator of
inflationary pressure. Other reports that come at monthly frequency earlier in the quarter greatly
diminish its ”news” content.

5 Cieslak, Morse, and Vissing-Jorgensen (2014) also explore this dataset for the purpose of show-
ing that even weeks in their FOMC cycle do not overlap on a regular basis with other types of
macroeconomic news.
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that fall in over 300 different categories with anywhere between 0 and 24 announce-

ments coming out each day. To put some structure on this I sort announcements

based on their score (a variable that reflects the percentage of Bloomberg users that

have set up an alarm for that announcement). Along with EMPL/NFP and FOMC,

the GDP and ISM releases rank in top 5 macroeconomic announcements followed by

Bloomberg users6.

For the type of news considered above the vast majority of announcements are

made on trading days. When this is not the case I assign the news release to the first

trading day that follows the announcement. Between 1997 and 2014 (a period where

all the macroeconomic announcements I look at are available) I have a total of 4,530

trading days out of which 897 are announcement days7 and 3,633 are not. The excess

return is approximately 16 bp on announcement days (when all releases are stacked

together) compared to about 0 bp on non-announcement days. In the full sample

there are a total of 13,592 trading days with macroeconomic releases coming out on

1,624 days and 11,968 being non-announcement days. The spread in excess returns

between announcement and non-announcement days is slightly smaller with event

day excess returns of 11 bp and 1 bp on non-event days, matching the values reported

by Savor and Wilson (2013). Table 2.1 below shows the average daily excess return in

basis points one day before the announcement, on the day of the release and one day

after the event, both with all events stacked and for each event separately8. T-stats

computed using Newey-West standard errors (5-lags) from running OLS regressions

6 The other announcement showing up in top 5 is initial jobless claims (IJC) which comes out at
weekly frequency. Because of its weekly nature IJC data is very volatile and subject to extensive
revisions. As a result, on its own it may not always be a good indicator of where the economy
is headed. Although occasionally the market will react to an IJC announcement, on average it is
viewed as lower impact indicator compared to the monthly Employment Report.

7 If multiple macroeconomic news are released on the same day I count that as a single announce-
ment day.

8 I do not correct for any overlap in the events. If two announcement come out on the same day
I count that day as an event for each of the two releases.
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of excess returns on event dummies are shown in parentheses below each number.

The number of data points for each event is also included for reference. The general

pattern consists of positive and statistically significant returns on the day of the

announcement and of low and usually not statistically significant returns on the

days around the release.

Table 2.1: Average Daily Excess Returns around Announcement Days 1997-2014
(Basis Points)

# Events t-1 t t+1

ALL 897
-0.23 16.48 0.21

(-0.05) (3.76) (0.05)

EMPL/NFP 216
-1.09 15.44 -7.15

(-0.12) (1.77) (-0.87)

PPI 216
-8.38 7.53 -6.20

(-1.10) (0.83) (-0.68)

FOMC 144
13.62 36.35 -1.34
(1.11) (3.49) (-0.11)

GDP 144
-0.08 14.99 13.64

(-0.01) (1.50) (1.32)

ISM 216
-0.60 18.42 5.76

(-0.08) (1.86) (0.68)

NONE 3633
-0.39

(-0.20)
For each time period, the first column is the total number of event days during the period. The remaining columns provide the

average daily excess returns in basis points for a 3 day window surrounding the release with t being the announcement date. T-stats
based on Newey-West (5 lags) standard errors are included in parenthesis below each estimate. First row stacks all macroeconomic
releases together (if multiple announcements fall on the same day I count that as a single event day). The last row looks at days when
no announcement is being made. The remaining rows consider each release individually. The daily excess returns come from Kenneth
French’s website and is computed as the close to close cum dividend return on the market portfolio minus the daily risk free rate. The
release dates for unemployment/non-farm payroll (EMPL/NFP) and producer price index (PPI) come from the BLS with data starting
in 1961 and 1971 respectively. The dates of Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) meetings are taken from the Federal Reserve’s
website and begin in 1994. For meetings lasting two calendar days I consider the second day as the event date. Gross domestic product
(GDP) release dates come from the BEA’s website (I use the advance and final estimates for each quarter) and Institute for Supply
Management’s Manufacturing Report (ISM) announcement dates come from Bloomberg. Both are available after 1997. Occasionally
I observe two announcements being made on the same day. That day is counted only once when all releases are stacked together, but
it is counted as an event for each of the separate announcements being made that day.

The high excess return on FOMC announcement dates is consistent with the

evidence provided in Lucca and Moench (2015). They report that in the 24 hours

preceding the event, the S&P 500 index has on average increased by approximately

50 basis points. They also find that daily excess returns (measured from close to

close) for the sample period 1994 - 2011 are on average 33 basis points higher on the
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day of the announcement than on non-announcement days. For the sample period

1997 - 2014 I find excess returns on a broad market portfolio of about 36 basis point

on the day of the announcement and about 14 basis points on the day before. The

results for the full sample period 1961 - 2014 are similar and can be found in table

B.1 in the Appendix B.

Not only are the event day returns statistically significant, they are also econom-

ically important. To gauge their importance I perform the following annualization

exercise: if n is the average number of announcements per year during the sample

period, then I compute annualized returns by multiplying daily returns by n and

by multiplying daily standard deviations by
?
n. This is consistent with a trading

strategy where you are long the market on the n announcement dates and do not

trade the rest of the days in a given calendar year. For the event by event evidence

n is simply 12 for announcements that come monthly (NFP/EMPL, PPI, ISM), 8

for FOMC and GDP. When all events are stacked together I use the average number

of events per year during the sample period considered. The results of this strategy

are found in tables 2.2 and B.2.

Between 1997 and 2014, the excess market return on non-announcement days is

slightly negative and not statistically significant so the entire market risk premium of

7.44% is basically earned on the 50 or so announcement days. At the individual event

level the annualized excess returns achieved by trading on PPI or GDP announce-

ments are close to 1%, while trading on NFP/EMPL, FOMC and ISM achieves excess

returns of about 2-3%. The Sharpe ratio for this trading strategy is 0.88 when all

events are used and as high as 0.82 when trading on FOMC announcements alone.

NFP/EMPL, GDP and ISM events on a stand alone basis give Sharpe ratios in the

0.35-0.44 range which is similar or slightly higher than the Sharpe ratio achieved by

a buy and hold strategy on the market portfolio. Fewer announcement are available

in the full 1961-2014 sample which lowers the average number of event days per year
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to about 30. Even with this caveat, the annualized excess return when all events

are stacked is 3.36% which is more than half of the 6.19% equity premium over this

period consistent with the evidence provided in Savor and Wilson (2013).

Table 2.2: Mean Returns on Event Day 1997-2014 (Annualized)

# Events Mean Mean Excess St. Dev. Sharpe
per Year Return Return Return Ratio

Market 252 9.77% 7.44% 20.14% 0.37
ALL 50 8.70% 8.24% 9.37% 0.88

NFP/EMPL 12 1.96% 1.85% 4.45% 0.42
PPI 12 1.01% 0.90% 4.62% 0.20
FOMC 8 2.98% 2.91% 3.54% 0.82
GDP 8 1.27% 1.20% 3.41% 0.35
ISM 12 2.32% 2.21% 5.06% 0.44

NONE 202 1.08% -0.78% 17.79% -0.04
I annualize by multiplying daily returns by the average number of events per year and daily standard deviations by the square root

of the same number. This is consistent with a trading strategy where you are long the market on the announcement dates and do not
trade the rest of the days in a given calendar year. The average number of announcements per year is given in column 2. The data
sources for each release are described in table 2.1. The daily excess returns come from Kenneth French’s website. The daily return is
computed by adding the daily risk free rate to the excess return. Daily risk free rates are also taken from Kenneth French’s website
and are the simple daily rates that, over the number of trading days in the month, compound to 1-month TBill rates from Ibbotson
and Associates Inc.

If investors learn the true state of the economy whenever macroeconomic releases

come out one would expect this to be reflected in the level of expected future cash-

flows, or for that matter in the price. To gauge the importance of macroeconomic

announcements relative to each other as well as across time I compute the absolute

percentage price change on each event date and then the average for each event-year.

Figure 2.1 displays considerable time variation for all the 5 individual announcements

I consider. For example, the effect of inflation data on future expected cash flows

shoots up around both oil shocks (early and late 70’s) just as one would expect.
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Figure 2.1: Average Absolute Return on Event Day by Year

The plot shows the time variation in the average absolute daily returns for each event. I begin by computing the absolute percentage daily return on each event date. For each of the years in our
sample and for each event in our cross section I then take an average across the absolute returns for that event within that year. A description of the data sources for each event can be found in
table 2.1.
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The plot also shows the increased importance of all macroeconomic releases during

recessions or times of market distress. This effect is captured again in tables 2.3 and

B.3. For each of the two sample periods considered I look at the NBER recession

indicator and filter announcements that come out during recession months from

announcements that come out during non-recession months. I then average the

absolute returns for releases in each group. I do this both at the event level and

for all events stacked together. For each sample periods columns 1 and 3 contain

the number of recession and non recession announcement months. Columns 2 and 4

display the average absolute return during for these releases. The average absolute

return is always higher during recession months consistent with macroeconomic news

having a stronger impact when uncertainty is high. During the 1997 - 2014 sample

period the average absolute return during recessions is about 1.68 times larger than

its expansions counterpart when all events are stacked with the ratio ranging from

1.42 to 2.10 when I look at individual releases. Results for the 1961 - 2014 sample

are quite similar.

Table 2.3: Average Absolute Returns on Announcement Days on Recession and
Non-Recession Months 1997-2014

Recession No Recession
# Events Abs. Ret. # Events Abs. Ret.

ALL 115 1.48% 782 0.88%
EMPL/NFP 28 1.33% 188 0.94%
PPI 28 1.57% 188 0.78%
FOMC 19 1.75% 125 0.83%
GDP 19 1.32% 125 0.85%
ISM 28 1.44% 188 0.97%

The table compares the average absolute return on the event date for announcements made during recession and non-recession periods.
I first compute the absolute percentage daily return on the market for each event date. I look at the NBER recession indicator and
label each month in the sample as a recession or a non-recession month. I then average across all announcements made during recession
months and separately across all announcements made during non recession months. A detailed description of the data sources for
each release can be found in table 2.1.
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To better compare the relative importance of various announcements I replot the

1997-2014 subsample (when all releases are available) in the upper part of figure

2.2. The bottom part of the same figure displays the same announcements now

scaled by the cross-sectional mean at each point in time. As pointed out before,

macroeconomic news have a larger impact during periods of economic or financial

turmoil and most of them rise both during the late 1990’s - early 2000’s as well as

during the Great Recession. Judging by this graph it also becomes evident that

the strong effect of FOMC announcements on stock markets is mainly driven by the

latest financial crisis.

I would ideally like to look at a longer pattern of excess returns around announce-

ment dates, for example the 3 days preceding the news release as well as the day

immediately following the event. With the exception of FOMC announcements that

tend to be somewhat isolated from other releases, the remaining macroeconomic news

are usually grouped together: if you have an event at date t, in a lot of cases you have

another type of event occurring for example at t-2. The overlapping nature of the

events obscures the learning pattern and makes the task at hand a lot harder. As a

consequence I focus on the extended time interval (days t-3 to t+1 in announcement

time) solely for FOMC release dates and I show that the positive premium is realized

in the days up to and including the announcement. The sample period is January 1,

1994 to December 31, 2014 (the longest time frame availale where the result of the

FOMC meeting is released immediately following the end of the meeting). The risk

premium increases monotonically from about -8 bp 3 days before the announcement

to -2 bp and 11 bp on days t-2 and t-1 respectively. It then shoots up to 34 bp on

the event date and finally drops to around 1 bp on following day once the news are

public knowledge and there is no more uncertainty regarding the current state of the

economy.
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Figure 2.2: Average Absolute Return on Event Day by Year Post 1997

The upper panel plot shows the time variation in the average absolute daily returns for each event for the sample period 1997 - 2014. I
begin by computing the absolute percentage daily return on each event date. For each of the years in our sample and for each event in
our cross section I then take an average across the absolute returns for that event within that year. In order to better see the relative
importance of various events, the bottom panel scales each year-event observation by the cross sectional mean of the observations at
that point in time. A description of the data sources for each event can be found in table 2.1.
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Figure 2.3: Average daily excess stock returns around FOMC announcement

The plot shows the behaviour of average daily excess stock returns around FOMC announcements. The event day is labeled as 0. The
dates of FOMC meetings are taken from the Federal Reserve’s website and begin in 1994 when the Committee started announcing its
decision to the markets by releasing a statement at the end of each meeting. For meetings lasting two calendar days I consider the
second day (the day the statement is released) as the event date. The daily excess returns come from Kenneth French’s website.

Since there are 8 events per calendar year I compute annualized returns by mul-

tiplying daily returns by 8 and by multiplying daily standard deviations by
?

8. As

explained before, this is consistent with a trading strategy where you are long the

market on the 8 announcement dates and do not trade the rest of the year. The

results of this strategy are found in table 2.4. Holding the market portfolio on the

announcement day gives the investor an excess return of 2.69% per annum with a

Sharpe ratio as high as 0.8.
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Table 2.4: Mean Returns around FOMC Announcement (Annualized)

t-3 t-2 t-1 t t+1

Mean Return -0.58% -0.05% 0.93% 2.77% 0.17%
Mean Excess Return -0.66% -0.14% 0.85% 2.69% 0.09%

Std Return 3.42% 2.56% 3.93% 3.36% 3.89%
Sharpe Ratio -0.19 -0.05 0.21 0.80 0.02

t is the date of the announcement. I annualize by multiplying daily returns by 8 and daily standard deviations by
?

8. This is
consistent with a trading strategy where you are long the market on the announcement dates and do not trade the rest of the days
in a given calendar year. The daily excess returns come from Kenneth French’s website. The daily return is computed by adding the
daily risk free rate to the excess return. Daily risk free rates are also taken from Kenneth French’s website and are the simple daily
rates that, over the number of trading days in the month, compound to 1-month TBill rates from Ibbotson and Associates Inc.

2.3 Evidence based on High Frequency Returns

As a final piece of supporting evidence I document that our learning pattern shows

up at high frequency in the -1 to +1 hour window surrounding the time of the

announcement. To do this I use high frequency data for the S&P 500 SPDR that

runs from 1997 to 2013 and comes from the TAQ database. Each second the median

price of all transactions occurring that second is computed9. The price at lower

frequency intervals (for example 30-min) is then constructed as the price for the

last (most recent) second in that interval when transactions were observed. Finally,

the return over each interval is computed as the percentage change in price over

the interval (the end price for the current window compared to the end price of the

previous window). I treat the periods when the market is closed as a single interval10.

For the times when a macroeconomic announcement is made I rely completely on

the Bloomberg data. Employment/Non-farm payroll, GDP and PPI announcements

are all made at 8:30 AM before the market begins. In these cases I will consider the

event return to be the return between 4:00 PM (close of trading) the previous day

and 9:30 AM when the market opens on the day of the announcement. I track two

9 I only use actual transaction prices and ignore any quoted prices that do not result in a trans-
action.

10 For example I look at the period from 4 PM on trading day t-1 to 9:30 AM on trading day t as
one interval
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preceding 30-minute bins (3:00 PM to 3:30 PM and 3:30 PM to 4:00 PM the day

before the announcement) as well as two 30-minute bins following the announcement

(i.e. 9:30 AM to 10:00 AM and 10:00 AM to 10:30 AM). ISM announcements are

made at 10:00. The event return will cover the interval 9:30 AM to 10:00 AM. As

before I track two returns before the event and two after. Finally the timing of

the FOMC statement release varies but I stay consistent with our procedure. For

example a statement released at 14:15 will be assigned to the interval 14:00 - 14:30

while a statement made at 14:00 will be assigned to the 13:30 - 14:00 interval. The

sample period is 1997-2013.

As figure 2.4 shows when stacking all events together11, the return goes up from

-2.45 bp to 3.39 bp and then reaches 4.62 bp during the 30 minute window containing

the macro news release. Once the news is incorporated by the market and the state of

the economy is revealed, the return falls to 0.99 bp and -1.79 bp in the two half hour

windows immediately following the event. Results are similar even if one does not

include FOMC announcements. T-stats can be obtained the usual way by running

regressions of the high frequency return on dummy variables. Table 2.5 displays the

results when Newey-West standard errors (5 lags) are used in computing the t-stats.

Table 2.5: Average Returns over 30 Minute Intervals (Basis Points)

t-2 t-1 t t+1 t+2

All -2.45 3.39 4.62 0.99 -1.79
(-2.05) (2.24) (2.04) (0.68) (-1.40)

Non FOMC -3.37 3.95 6.36 -0.95 -1.91
(-2.41) (2.23) (2.47) (-0.62) (-1.46)

t is the 30 minute bin containing the announcement. Employment/Non-farm payroll, GDP and PPI announcements are all made at
8:30 AM before the market begins. In these cases I will consider the event return to be the return between 4:00 PM (close of trading)
the previous day and 9:30 AM when the market opens on the day of the announcement. ISM announcements are made at 10:00. The
event return will cover the interval 9:30 AM to 10:00 AM. Finally the timing of the FOMC statement release varies but I stay consistent
with our procedure. For example a statement released at 14:15 will be assigned to the interval 14:00 - 14:30 while a statement made
at 14:00 will be assigned to the 13:30 - 14:00 interval. The sample period is 1997-2013. I show results for all announcements staked
together as well as for all announcements except FOMC releases. T-stats based on Newey-West (5 lags) standard errors are included
in parenthesis below the estimate.

11 The results when FOMC announcements are excluded are similar.
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Figure 2.4: Average 30-minute returns around the time of macro announcements

The plot shows average returns over 30 minute intervals around the announcement time with all announcements stacked together
(including and excluding FOMC announcements). 0 is the 30-minute bin containing the announcement. Employment/Non-farm
payroll, GDP and PPI announcements are all made at 8:30 AM before the market begins. In these cases I will consider the event
return to be the return between 4:00 PM (close of trading) the previous day and 9:30 AM when the market opens on the day of the
announcement. ISM announcements are made at 10:00. The event return will cover the interval 9:30 AM to 10:00 AM. Finally the
timing of the FOMC statement release varies but I stay consistent with our procedure. For example a statement released at 14:15 will
be assigned to the interval 14:00 - 14:30 while a statement made at 14:00 will be assigned to the 13:30 - 14:00 interval. The sample
period is 1997-2013.

2.4 Conclusion

I have shown that US excess stock returns are much higher on days when macroeco-

nomic announcements are made as opposed to days when no macroeconomic news

come into the market. The results hold both at the level of individual announcements

as well as for all announcements pooled together. During the sample period 1997 -

2014 when data on all the macroeconomic releases I consider is available, the excess

return on the announcement day accounts for the entire equity premium during this

time window. In longer sample going back to 1961, approximately 60% of the equity
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risk premium is realized on the announcement days. The importance of these news

events as measured by the average absolute price impact is time varying and, as ex-

pected, macroeconomic announcements carry more weight (have a stronger impact)

during economic downturns as identified by the NBER recession dates. Investigating

the pattern of returns around the announcement dates proves complicated as an-

nouncements generally come bundled together. One exception is the FOMC which

has a somewhat different calendar. For this event I document a pattern of returns

increasing prior to the announcement day, peaking on the announcement day and

dropping the following day. I isolate a similar pattern for all the announcement by

going to high frequency data. The return on the S&P 500 SPDR goes up in the

hours preceding the predetermined announcement time, peaks around the time of

the announcement and drops thereafter.
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Appendix A
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Figure A.1: Betas for Portfolios With Different Expected Inflation Exposure
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Table A.1: Long-Short Portfolio Loadings on the Fama-French Factors

Const Mkt-Rf SMB HML R2

Infl-LS 0.0048 -0.0318 0.1015 -0.0321 1.68%
(0.0026) (0.0438) (0.0871) (0.0701)

CF-LS 0.0064 0.0935 0.1351 -0.1139 12.14%
(0.0026) (0.0534) (0.1006) (0.0795)

Rvol-LS -0.0018 0.2810 0.1885 0.3289 31.23%
(0.0033) (0.0606) (0.0943) (0.0708)

The table presents the loadings of the three long-short portfolios that give exposure to expected inflation risk, cash flow growth and
volatility risk respectively on the three Fama-French factors. For each long-short portfolio the first row contains the betas and the

second one Newey-West standard errors computed using 4 lags. The last column gives the R2 for each regression.
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Table A.2: Long-Short Portfolio Loadings on the Fama-French Factors and Momen-
tum

Const Mkt-Rf SMB HML MOM R2

Infl-LS 0.0010 -0.0053 0.1291 0.0136 0.1335 8.17%
(0.0029) (0.0425) (0.0821) (0.0687) (0.0426)

CF-LS 0.0006 0.1348 0.1780 -0.0430 0.2074 22.66%
(0.0026) (0.0484) (0.0955) (0.0662) (0.0563)

Rvol-LS 0.0016 0.2570 0.1635 0.2877 -0.1205 33.61%
(0.0040) (0.0523) (0.0964) (0.0622) (0.0918)

The table presents the loadings of the three long-short portfolios that give exposure to expected inflation risk, cash flow growth and
volatility risk respectively on the three Fama-French factors plus momentum. For each long-short portfolio the first row contains the

betas and the second one Newey-West standard errors computed using 4 lags. The last column gives the R2 for each regression.
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Table B.1: Average Daily Excess Returns around Announcement Days 1961-2014
(Basis Points)

# Events t-1 t t+1

ALL 1624
1.77 11.21 0.84

(0.66) (3.99) (0.27)

EMPL/NFP 648
4.24 6.18 -2.47

(1.11) (1.59) (-0.65)

PPI 527
-3.09 7.61 -1.05

(-0.73) (1.57) (-0.18)

FOMC 168
10.57 33.60 1.10
(0.99) (3.68) (0.10)

GDP 144
-0.08 14.99 13.64

(-0.01) (1.50) (1.32)

ISM 216
-0.60 18.42 5.76

(-0.08) (1.86) (0.68)

NONE 11968
1.27

(1.40)
For each time period, the first column is the total number of event days during the period. The remaining columns provide the

average daily excess returns in basis points for a 3 day window surrounding the release with t being the announcement date. T-stats
based on Newey-West (5 lags) standard errors are included in parenthesis below each estimate. First row stacks all macroeconomic
releases together (if multiple announcements fall on the same day we count that as a single event day). The last row looks at days
when no announcement is being made. The remaining rows consider each release individually. The daily excess returns come from
Kenneth French’s website and is computed as the close to close cum dividend return on the market portfolio minus the daily risk
free rate. The release dates for unemployment/non-farm payroll (EMPL/NFP) and producer price index (PPI) come from the BLS
with data starting in 1961 and 1971 respectively. The dates of Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) meetings are taken from the
Federal Reserve’s website and begin in 1994. For meetings lasting two calendar days we consider the second day as the event date.
Gross domestic product (GDP) release dates come from the BEA’s website (we use the advance and final estimates for each quarter)
and Institute for Supply Management’s Manufacturing Report (ISM) announcement dates come from Bloomberg. Both are available
after 1997. Occasionally we observe two announcements being made on the same day. That day is counted only once when all releases
are stacked together, but it is counted as an event for each of the separate announcements being made that day.
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Table B.2: Mean Returns on Event Day 1961-2014 (Annualized)

# Events Mean Mean Excess St. Dev. Sharpe
per Year Return Return Return Ratio

Market 252 10.96% 6.19% 15.59% 0.40
ALL 30 3.85% 3.36% 6.23% 0.54

NFP/EMPL 12 0.97% 0.74% 3.42% 0.22
PPI 12 1.15% 0.91% 3.84% 0.24
FOMC 8 2.77% 2.69% 3.36% 0.80
GDP 8 1.27% 1.20% 3.41% 0.35
ISM 12 2.32% 2.21% 5.06% 0.44

NONE 222 7.11% 2.82% 14.29% 0.20
We annualize by multiplying daily returns by the average number of events per year and daily standard deviations by the square root

of the same number. This is consistent with a trading strategy where you are long the market on the announcement dates and do not
trade the rest of the days in a given calendar year. The average number of announcements per year is given in column 2. The data
sources for each release are described in table B.1. The daily excess returns come from Kenneth French’s website. The daily return is
computed by adding the daily risk free rate to the excess return. Daily risk free rates are also taken from Kenneth French’s website
and are the simple daily rates that, over the number of trading days in the month, compound to 1-month TBill rates from Ibbotson
and Associates Inc.
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Table B.3: Average Absolute Returns on Announcement Days on Recession and
Non-Recession Months 1961-2014

Recession No Recession
# Events Abs. Ret. # Events Abs. Ret.

ALL 224 1.17% 1400 0.73%
EMPL/NFP 92 0.95% 556 0.67%
PPI 78 1.18% 449 0.66%
FOMC 19 1.75% 149 0.77%
GDP 19 1.32% 125 0.85%
ISM 28 1.44% 188 0.97%

The table compares the average absolute return on the event date for announcements made during recession and non-recession periods.
We first compute the absolute percentage daily return on the market for each event date. We look at the NBER recession indicator
and label each month in the sample as a recession or a non-recession month. We then average across all announcements made during
recession months and separately across all announcements made during non recession months. A detailed description of the data
sources for each release can be found in table B.1.
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